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Dear Friends and Colleagues,
Welcome to the Spring 2015 issue of the Potential, your window to the activities
of the Neuroscience Institute’s Brains and Behavior Program (B&B).
You may have noticed that several B&B activities have a different flavor this
semester. For example, Philosophy Professor, Andrea Scarantino, the capable
Chair of the Institute’s Interdisciplinary Committee (IDC), is getting a well-deserved
break. He was awarded a prestigious Humboldt Fellowship, which is given annually to excellent scientists to work on collaborative projects in Germany. Andrea
will spend this semester at University of Osnabrück’s Institute of Cognitive Science,
working on his project, “The Motivational Theory of Emotions”. Physics Professor,
Mukesh Dhamala, has kindly agreed to chair the IDC in the meantime.
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I hope you will enjoy this issue as much as I did.
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Neuroscience Institute
Director
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INTERDISCIPLINARY
COMMITTEE

Despite the changes this year, B&B remains the lifeblood of the interdisciplinary
arm of the Neuroscience Institute. The Potential again looks wonderful thanks to
Liz Weaver’s talent for presentation and persistence in getting first-rate copy. In
addition, our faculty continue to make prominent contributions to their discipline,
and our current and former B&B fellows remain the best of the bunch. This issue of
the Potential attests to that, as it is devoted to the activities of our alums.

ADMINISTRATORS

The B&B seed program has changed as well. The reviewing process will follow
a format used by the National Institute of Health. Individual grants will still be
reviewed by three reviewers, but reviews will be discussed by the entire panel,
which will then provide a score. This process will increase consistency among
grant reviews. Reviewers will also pay extra attention to the likelihood that
selected projects will generate significant external funding. This year, Paul Katz
has graciously agreed to be the chair of the Review Committee.
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Special thanks to Emily Kwon, Assistant Coordinator,
who was invaluable in the layout and design of this issue.

Distinguished Lecturer Series
January 13, 2015
David van Essen, Ph.D. Washington University
Exploring the human connectome: structure, function,
connectivity, and heritability

Host: Mukesh Dhamala, Richard Briggs & Sarah Pallas

February 10, 2015
Margaret McCarthy, Ph.D. University of Maryland Medical School
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Seed Grant Competitions

LinkedIn or Locked Out
This professional development work-

This year’s competition has had significant changes concerning the

shop will explore using the social

requirements for participation, review process and voting procedure. For

media outlet LinkedIn and how to get

more details, please visit: http://neuroscience.gsu.edu/seed-grants/.

the most out of online networking.

These changes were implemented on the basis of the feedback the IDC

We welcome guest speaker Brandy

received last year at the end of our highly successful B&B seed grant

Nage.l from Georgia Tech. RSVP now

competition. The changes have two primary aims: to ensure that B&B seed

to Liz Weaver at: eweaver1@gsu.edu.

grant winners are maximally competitive as extramural grant applicants and
to ensure consistency and fairness in the evaluation of the grants. We hope

Surprising origins of sex differences in the brain

that you will find the new system much improved! B&B is also happy to

Host: Walt Wilczynski & Anne Murphy

announce that Geert De Vries, the

Upcoming

Peter Vuust, Ph.D. Aarhus University
I’ve got rhythm... or do I? What musical training does to the
brain and its processing of challenging rhythms

April 14, 2015
Patricia Churchland, Ph.D. UCSD
The brains behind morality

Host: Eddy Nahmias & Andrea Scarantino

May 12, 2015
Peter Sorensen, Ph.D. University of Minnesota
Hormones as sex pheromones in carp: How can that be?
Host: Charles Derby & Aras Petrulis
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Katz (NI) to chair this year’s Ad Hoc

EVENTS

March 10, 2015

Host: Organizers of Georgia State’s Improvising Brain Symposium

Director of the NI, has asked Paul

April

B&B Seed Grant Committee, and
that Paul has gracefully accepted.
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Call for Undergraduate Scholars

B&B Retreat @ Loudermilk Center

Brains on Deck

All nominations will be be handled

The 2015 B&B Retreat will feature

Kick off the summer and join us for

first come, first serve. We have 15

senior Fellow talks, a keynote, and

our “school is out” second annual

slots available this year for scholars.

a poster session. RSVP now to Liz

B&B Brains on Deck social to cele-

Scholars will engage in professional

Weaver at: eweaver1@gsu.edu

brate months of hard work and the

development workshops throughout

good weather to come!

the summer and will present their
research at the end of the summer at
a poster symposium.
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B&B Associate Director, Liz Weaver, covers
the “Careers Outside Academia” workshop.

B&B Fellow, Lori Eidson, explains her research on
the intricate workings of morphine tolerance.

B&B Faculty, Sarah Pallas, Ph.D. supports her
undergraduate student, Deanna Ross. Ross is
one of 12 from the NET/work program at the
Diversity in Neuroscience poster session.

B&B Alumni, Amy Ross, Ph.D. with B&B Faculty,
Marise Parent, Ph.D. and NI graduate student,
Reilly Hannapel, exploring the main poster
session together.
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This year, the Neuroscience Institute and Brains & Behavior were both well represented at the
2014 Society for Neuroscience (SfN) Conference in Washington, DC. With over 30,000 participants attending each year and representation from all over the world, SfN is the foremost
conference where scientists and physicians present their latest neuroscience research. From
professional development workshops, expert panels, poster sessions, job fairs and more, our
B&B community was involved at every level!
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4

Fellows
who have

Presented

Fellows
who have

Published
Danielle Abrams

Bhim Adhikari
Timothy Balmer

William Barnett
Xiao Chen

Rasanjalee Mudiyanselage
Lori Eidson
Stephen Estes

Charuni Gunaratne
Thakshila Herath

Reema Jayakar

Bidhan Lamichhane
Sanghoon Lee

Fellows by
t he numbers

Marisa Levy
Luis Martinez
Katharine McCann
Michael McDermott
Yu Meng
Yoko Ogawa Henderson

Devaleena Pradhan
Satish Puri
Sanish Rai

Reimbay Reimbayev
Songling Shan

Tessa Soloman-Lane
Morgan Thompson

Dengchao Wang
Jill Weathington
Xiaohu Zhang

Juan Zou
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Danielle Abrams
Timothy Balmer

William Barnett

Richard Campbell

Jihye Chang
Rasanjalee Mudiyanselage

Leslie Dunham

Anna Dunigan
Lori Eidson

Stephen Estes

Charuni Gunaratne
Shanna Hegerty
Thakshila Herath

Reema Jayakar
Bidhan Lamichhane
Julia LeCher

Sanghoon Lee
Marisa Levy

Natasha Ludwig
Katharine McCann
Yu Meng
Sabrina Na

Yoko Ogawa Henderson
Max Oginksy

Devaleena Pradhan
Satish Puri

Songling Shan
David Sinkiewicz
Tessa Solomon-Lane
Dengchao Wang
Jill Weathington
Nicole Wilner
Xiaohu Zhang

Juan Zou

*Size of fellow name reflects quantity. Color of name reflects department. All statistics reflect fiscal year 2014.
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spotlight
on faculty
Computer Science
Yi Pan, along with Co-PIs and

Brains & Behavior faculty Yanqing
Zhang and Michael Weeks, has
been awarded a NSF grant for three
years that provides $60,000 for the
development of labware that will
introduce students to security
threats on mobile devices and let
them practice implementing
protection solutions. He is the
principal investigator for a second
grant, which is also for three years,
is valued at $153,000 and will fund
the construction of an integrated
simulation environment that will
let students learn techniques for
protecting the cyber-security of the
smart grid.

Physics & Astronomy
Mukesh Dhamala has two recent

publications that received media
press in Science Daily:
1. Influenced by self-interest, humans
less concerned about inequity to others.
2. Granger Causality test can make
epilepsy surgery more effective.
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Philosophy
George Graham is completing a

book on religious or spiritual delusions, which will be published by
Oxford University Press in 2015.
Graham and Robert McCauley of
Emory are beginning research for a
book on psychopathology and the
cognitive science of religion, which
is being funded by a grant from the
John Templeton Foundation.

Neil van Leeuwen published a

paper in Cognition entitled Religious
credence is not factual belief that
was highlighted in the prominent
National Public Radio blog.

Andrea Scarantino was awarded

an Alexander von Humboldt
Fellowship, which will allow him to
spend Spring 2015 at the Institute
of Cognitive Science at the University of Osnabruck, Germany.

Daniel Weiskopf’s book, An

Introduction to the Philosophy
of Psychology (co-authored with
Fred Adams of the University of
Delaware) will be published with
Cambridge University Press in
January 2015.

Psychology
Page Anderson is the PI, with

co-Investigators Barbara Rothbaum,
Ph.D., and Kerry Ressler, MD, Ph.D,
on a Healthcare Innovation Program/
Atlanta Clinical and Translational
Research Seed Grant: D-Cycloserine
and virtual reality exposure therapy
delivered on an iPad: increasing
access to treatment for social
anxiety disorder.

Math & Stat
Igor Belykh was awarded a

2014 Outstanding Research
Award.

Chemistry
Gangli Wang recently published a

paper: Wang, D.; Kvetny, M.; Liu,
J.; Brown, W.; Li, Y.; Wang, G.*
Physical origin of dynamic ion transport features through single conical
nanopores at different bias frequencies.

Jenny Yang is PI on 2 grants she

received this Fall:
1. Enable early and sensitive in vivo
detection of metastasis by proteinbased MRI contrast agents from
National Institutes of Health.
2. Immunogenecity of protein-based
MRI contrast agents from Georgia
Research Alliance Phase IIA, IIB
Venture Lab Grant.
She is also co-PI on 2 grants with
Dr. Zhiren Liu:
1. Development of anti-angiogenesis
therapy targeting integrin from
National Institutes of Health.
2. P68 and Ca-calmodulin interaction
in cell migration from National
Institutes of Health.

Sarah Brosnan is the PI on an NFS
grant: Collaborative research: Expectation about reward outcomes.
She was appointed an Associate
Editor of Proceedings of the Royal
Society, Series B and an Editorial
Board member of Animal Cognition.
Brosnan organized the conference,
The social mind: Festschrift, in honor of the career of Frans de Waal at
Emory University in Atlanta, Georgia
in September 2014. She also had
a paper in Science that got great
press: Brosnan, SF & de Waal, The
Evolution of (In)equity.
Tricia King was selected for the

American Psychological Association,
Leadership in Women Program.
She has a publication accepted
in Cortex with B&B Alumni Negar
Fani: Fani, N., King, T.Z., Brewster,
R., Srivastava, A., Stevens, J.S.,
Glover, E., Norrholm, S.D., Ressler,
K.J., & Jovanic, T. Fear potentiated
startle during extinction is associated with white matter microstructure
and functional connectivity.

Erin Tone was an invited speaker

at the University of North Carolina
Neuroscience of Youth Depression
Conference in October 2014.

Neuroscience
Dan Cox is welcomed to the

Paul Katz wrote a meeting report

Neuroscience Institute! He has
been awarded two grants totaling
almost $1.5 millon:
1. CRCNS: Cytoskeletal mechanisms of dendrite arbor shape
development from NINDS.
2. Investigating the molecular
bases of class-specific dendrite
morphogenesis from NIMH.

Aras Petrulis will be the guest
editor for the upcoming special
issue of Hormones and Behavior
entitled Chemosignals and
reproduction.

Chuck Derby’s book, Nervous

Marise Parent received a grant

Systems and Control of Behavior,
was published by Oxford University
Press. Don Edwards et al. also had
a chapter in it.

Geert de Vries welcomed a new
postdoc in the lab:Dr. Mary Holder,
from the University of Maryland
School of Medicine (PhD) and the
University of Massachusetts –
Amherst. His former postdoc,
Matthew Paul, started a faculty
position at the University of Buffalo.
Nancy Forger welcomed a new

postdoc in the lab: Dr. Alexandra
Castillo-Ruiz from Michigan State
University (PhD) and the University
of Massachusetts School of
Medicine. She gave an invited talk,
Naked mole rats: who needs sex
differences? at the University of
Ottawa in Canada.

published in BB&E about the 1
 1th
International Congress of Neuroethology, held in Sapporo.

from the Government of Brazil’s
Science Without Borders Program
on Influence of hippocampal GRPR
on energy intake and food-related
memory. It is a 3-year grant that
pays for 1) a postdoctoral fellow
in Brazil for three years to conduct
the research proposed, 2) a Brazilian graduate student to come to
the Parent lab for one year, and 3)
for Dr. Parent to travel to Brazil once
a year for three years to work on the
research, teach, and give seminars
as a special visiting scientist.

Andrey Shilnikov is a co-PI on a
new grant from Russian Science
Foundation for $800,000. He was
appointed an adjunct professor at
his alma mater, University of Nizhny
Novgorod, to do research and
supervise students funded from his
recent grant.

Kyle Frantz, Chris Goode and Emily
Hardy brought 12 undergraduate
NET/work students to Society for
Neuroscience this year to present
their research at the two poster
sessions.

*If you have any highlights you would like to share,
please contact Liz Weaver at eweaver1@gsu.edu.
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Fascinating people and game-changing ideas
come out of Georgia State University. Here we
profile how a select few of our alumni from the
Brains & Behavior program take what they learned
here at Georgia State and go on to change the
world around them. We call it our... Ripple Effect.
9
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Year Graduated: 2014
B&B Department: Physics and Astronomy
Current Position: Post Doc
Current Mentor: Mukesh Dhamala
Current Institution: Georgia State University

Year Graduated: 2015
B&B Department: Psychology
Current Position: PhD Candidate in Psychology
Current Mentor: Sarah Brosnan & Michael Beran
Current Institution: Georgia State University

Q: What kind of research are you doing at Georgia State?
A: My research involves 1) analysis of electroencephalography
(EEG) and functional magnetic resonance imaging MRI data for
over 150 Gulf War veterans, 2) analysis of EEG data on a musical
improvisation study, and 3) analysis of epileptic seizure data.

Q: What is the goal of your research?
A: My research is focused on human and nonhuman primate
perception and decision making. The goal is to better understand how individuals gather information from and subsequently
interact with the world around them.

Bhim Adhikari

Q: Can you tell us a little more about these projects?
A: 1) We are analyzing the data collected to study brain abnormalities in Gulf War Illness. Spectral interdependency measures,
dynamic properties, and causal influences of nodes during normal brain
functions and dysfunctions will be a critical role in treating the brain abnormalities observed in
these veterans. 2) This study aims to investigate the different brain states and brain regions
involved and their network interactions during different conditions such as play melody,
play improvisation, imagine melody and imagine improvisation. 3) We apply
Granger causality analysis on epileptic seizures and aim to improve understanding
of human seizure networks and precise identification of seizure sources and
propagation pathways for successful epilepsy surgery.

Q: What is your overall goal for these studies?
A: These studies are motivated to increase our
understanding of the normal brain processes for
perception, thoughts and decisions, and
abnormal brain processes. We believe
Year Graduated: 2009
that our research has moved the
B&B Department: Philosophy
field towards formulating a
Current Position: PhD Candidate, Philosophy &
unified theory of brain
Interdisciplinary Cognitive Sciences
network activity in
Current Mentor: William Bechtel and Jonathan Cohen
functions and
Current Institution: University of California, San Diego
dysfunctions.
Q: What is your dissertation about?
A: In my work, I attempt to bridge philosophical and scientific
approaches to understanding minds, brains, biological mechanisms,
and behavior. My dissertation focuses on the perennial issue of
functional localization in neuroscience.
Q: What is functional localization?
A: Debates about functional localization have tended to assume
that localization is possible only if a single functional description
for each brain area can be uncovered. I criticize this assumption,
which I call “absolutism,” as empirically inadequate.

Dan Burnston
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Q: What is your argument?
A: In its place, I argue for a contextualist approach to localization,
on which the function of particular neural areas can change depending on the perceptual and behavioral context. I claim that the
contextualist view is both empirically adequate and can meet the
theoretical goals of a general account of functional localization.

Audrey Parrish

Q: What made you want to study this?
A: Beyond basic perceptual processes, I am interested in
emergent perceptual phenomena including illusions and the
resulting biases that sometimes lead to sub-optimal judgment
and decision-making. It is also important to me for its translational aspects
as well. I am interested in the real-world applications of illusion perception
and the potential implications these misjudgments may have.

Q: Can you give us a real world example of illusion perception?
A: Humans often misjudge food portions as a function of dinnerware size
Year Graduated: 2011
and shape. For example, portions on large plates appear smaller
B&B Department: Biology
than the same portions on small plates. Like humans, chimpanCurrent Position: Post Doc
zees fall prey to similar illusions and this generates choice
Current Mentor: Stephen Waxman
biases that cause errors in food maximization as a
Current Institution: Yale
function of presentation style. Moreover, these
results show that some of the errors and
Q: Have you enjoyed working at Yale?
biases that we see among humans
A: I was very fortunate to join this lab to study
likely result from a long shared
channelopathies as a postdoctoral associate. I have
evolutionary history of
learned extensively about sodium channel physiology, chronic pain, and
perception with
peripheral neuropathy. I initiated a new branch of research using modeling
our primate
approaches to study the drug-sensitivity of disease-causing Nav1.7 mutations of
relatives.
chronic pain syndrome inherited erythromelalgia (Nature Communications 2012). This
work was featured in ABC News: “New Hope for ‘Man on Fire’ Syndrome”, and Yale News:
“In a world of chronic pain, individual treatment possible”.
Q: Can you tell me a bit more about the specifics of your research?
A: My work on channelopathies was productive, as I further studied
the molecular mechanism underlying the biophysical changes
of an in-frame deletion mutation of Nav1.7 found in patients with
an inherited pain syndrome and uncovered structure-function
relationships of sodium/potassium channel mutations related to
painful neuropathy and epilepsy.
Q: Are there any other projects you would like to highlight?
A: Taking advantage of the progress in stem cell biology and
sensory neuron differentiation, I am establishing human stem cell
capacity to further model chronic pain conditions. This work is
funded by a competitive pilot grant from CT Stem Cell Research
Program, which runs until October 31th, 2015, and I am a co-PI of
this grant.

Yang Yang
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Laura Been
					

Year Graduated: 2011
B&B Department: Neuroscience
Current Position: Post Doc
Current Mentor: Robert Meisel
Current Institution: University of Minnesota

Year Graduated: 2012
B&B Department: Computer Science
Current Position: Software Development Engineer
Current Institution: Amazon

Q: How do you like living in Minneapolis?
A: There is something for everyone: lots of green space and
outdoor activities (even in the snow!), a great and diverse food
scene, a vibrant arts and culture community, and
really friendly people. I love living here!

Q: What have you been up to since graduating?
A: After graduating with the Master of Science degree in
Computer Science in December 2012, I joined
Amazon as a Software Development Engineer in
Seattle, Washington.

Q: What have you been investigating?
A: I have been investigating the effects of rewarding experiences on future behavior, focusing on how rewarding experiences
that occur as part of an individual’s life can lead to long-lasting
changes in the brain. I have been the lead researcher on four
separate projects examining the cellular and molecular consequences of rewarding experience in female Syrian hamsters.

Q: What exactly are you doing for Amazon?
A: I have been working on the Amazon Appstore team,
which develops and maintains the platform where customers
can browse, purchase apps and manage their entitlements.
Amazon Appstore runs on Kindle Fire tablets, Fire TV, Fire
Phone, as well as regular Android devices.

Q: Can you tell us a little more about your projects?
A: The first project examined the co-localization of dopamine and glutamate in the
mesolimbic pathway. The second project used viral-mediated gene overexpression
in the nucleus accumbens to demonstrate that delta FosB is necessary for
Year Graduated: 2012
the rewarding effects of sexual experience in female hamsters. The third
B&B Department: Math & Statistics
project used real-time, quantitative PCR, Western blotting, and
Current Position: Post Doc
gene silencing to investigate the molecular signaling pathway
Current Mentor: Harel Shouval
underlying the increase in dendritic spine density seen in
Current Institution: Texas Medial Center
the nucleus accumbens following aggressive experience in female hamsters. Finally, I have been
Q: Where have you been since you graduated?
using fast scan cyclic voltammetry, a novel
A: I have had the privilege of working as a postdoctoral fellow
and innovative technique, to measure
at the largest medical center in the world, the Texas Medical Center
real-time dopamine release in
(TMC). It has 21 hospitals, 13 support organizations, 8 academic and
the brain during sexual
research institutions to name a few. The department of Neurobiology
behavior in female
and Anatomy is located in the medical school building of the
hamsters.

Q: What does your store do?
A: Our store helps customers to discover apps they want before they even realize it.
Our Free App of The Day program picks one paid app for free everyday for the
customer’s benefit. I work on web services that constitute the complex
		
system that supports Appstore business logic.

* Guangming has informed us that Amazon
is hiring software development engineers!
For more information contact him at
Guangming.Wang@live.com. *

Q: What exactly do you do there?
A: I joined the lab of Dr. Harel Shouval to figure out how
memories last a lifetime despite molecular turnover in the
biological systems. The range of projects in Dr. Shouval’s
lab is diverse but falls under the broad theme of understanding how the mammalian brain conceives time.
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Sajiya Jalil

Year Graduated: 2011
B&B Department: Chemistry
Current Position: Post Doc
Current Mentor: Walter Chazin
Current Institution: Vanderbilt School of Medicine

Q: How did you decide to work at the Chazin lab?
A: I accepted this position due to the collaborative nature
of the lab. Working with others from different scientific backgrounds has provided opportunities for exposure and training
in a broad range of structural and biophysical techniques.
Q: What is the current focus of your research?
A: My current research is focused on understanding how
changes in intra cellular Ca2+ levels modulate the function of
the human cardiac sodium channel (NaV1.5). This channel is
responsible for generating the initial upstroke of the cardiac
action potential, and perturbations to the function can result
in arrhythmias and in some cases death. For normal functioning
NaV1.5 channels, changes in intracellular calcium lead to
inactivation of the channel.

university of Texas health science center at the TMC.

Q: I hope your training as a B&B Fellow paved an easy
transition for you, as your work seems very interdisciplinary.
Is it?
A: Lab members are primarily physicists and mathematicians
working closely with neurosurgeons or experimentalists to
build computational models that can verify theories
underlying the experimental observations.

GuangmingWang

Chris Johnson

Q: What techniques are you using to investigate NaV1.5?
A: This process occurs through a series of interactions between
the ubiquitous Ca2+ sensing protein calmodulin and key
elements contained in the cytosolic C terminus of the NaV1.5
channel. Using a complement of biophysical, structural, and
electrophysiological techniques, the structural and dynamic
details that comprise the NaV1.5 inactivation process are
being elucidated. This information will add to the knowledge
of NaV1.5 channel function, as well as aid in understanding the
molecular basis of specific cardiac life threatening arrhythmias.
14

How do we
keep in touch?

Brains & Behavior uses
Google Map and Mail
Chimp technology to
connect and keep in touch.

Initiated a little over a year ago, the Brains and Behavior Alumni Network
(BaBAN) is an interactive Google Map application that houses information like
alumni, department, current job position and institution, research advisor, and
contact information. Today, over 50 B&B alumni are a part of BaBAN.*
*BaBAN is password protected. All current B&B Fellows and alumni are given access to
BaBAN on request. The map below does not reflect the real locations of B&B Fellow alumni.
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Mailing Address

Brains & Behavior Program
Neuroscience Institute
Georgia State University
100 Piedmont Avenue SE
Atlanta, GA 30303
http://neuroscience.gsu.edu/brains_behavior.html

GSU Brains & Behavior

@BrainsBehavrGSU

B&B Listserv

B&B Alumni Network

(Contact eweaver1@gsu.edu to join Listserv & for access to BabAN)

